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SOME MULTIPLICATION T H E O R E M S 
FOR T H E NÖRLUND MEAN 

BY FLORENCE M. MEARS 

Absolute summability for the series X)Ü!Liw» by the Cesàro 
mean and by the Riesz mean have been defined by Fekete* and 
by Obrechkoff,t respectively. In each case, theorems for the 
multiplication of series summed by these means have been 
proved.$ The purpose of this paper is to establish a definition 
for absolute summability by the Nörlund mean, and to prove 
three multiplication theorems for this mean. Theorem 1 in
cludes Mertens' theorem for convergent series and its extension 
for the Cesàro mean. Theorem 2 includes Cesàro's multiplica
tion theorem. Theorem 3 includes the following theorem by M. 
J. Belinfante for the Cesàro mean. 

If ]Cr=iw" *s summable C8 to U, and if ^^jJn is summable 
Cr to V, and bounded Cr-u (s è 0, r ^ 1), 2Â6product seriesX)ILiwn 
is summable Cr+S to UV.% 

For any given series J^^w*,, with terms real or complex, form 
the sequence { Uu}, where Uk =^n~iun> Let {an} be a sequence 
of positive numbers, and let A & =y^_1fln . The series J^^_xUk is 
said to be summable to U' by the Nörlund mean A if 

n 

2^ Q<n-k+lUk 

lim Un = lim 
n—> «5 n—» «o A . n 

exists and is equal to U'.^ If ^Zmiuk , where un' = Un' — Z7n-i, is 
absolutely convergent, we shall say that ]CfcLiw* Î S absolutely 
summable A. We shall assume that limw-*oo(#»A4 n) = 0 ; then A is 
a regular method of summational 
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